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MARITIME VICTORY
(Private Frederick C. Murphy)
Beaumont Reserve Fleet, Neches River
Beaumont vicinity
Jefferson County
Texas
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Jet Lowe, photographer, October 2006

TX-110-1 View of Beaumont Reserve Fleet with bow of Maritime Victory
seen second from right.

TX-110-2 3/4 view of starboard bow of Maritime Victory at center.

TX-110-3 3/4 view of port bow at right of photograph.

TX-110-4 Elevation of Maritime Victory bow at center of photograph.

TX-110-5 Elevation of bow.

TX-110-6 Oblique perspective of port bow.

TX-110-7 Sterns of ships at Beaumont Reserve Fleet.

TX-110-8 Stern elevation.

TX-110-9 3/4 view from starboard stern quarter.

TX-110-10 Stern elevation.

TX-110-11 Rudder detail.

TX-110-12 Starboard side of Maritime Victory from inside the row of ships.

TX-110-13 View of bow, taken from Seatrain Ohio's bridge (see HAER No.
TX-111).

TX-110-14 View of bow.

TX-110-15 View of bridge.

TX-110-16 View of kingposts.
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TX-110-17 Amidship view, looking down from deck of Seatrain Ohio.

TX-110-18 View of aft bow, taken from Seatrain Ohio's bridge.

TX-110-19 Aft kingpost.

TX-110-20 View of stern, taken from deck of Seatrain Ohio.

TX-110-21 View aft of bridge, taken from upper deck of Seatrain Ohio.

TX-110-22 Aft of bridge cargo hold, taken from upper deck of Seatrain
Ohio.

TX-110-23 Upper aft kingpost.

TX-110-24 Amidship kingpost and forward bridge.

TX-110-25 Forward bridge superstructure.

TX-110-26 Cargo hatch in bow area.

TX-110-27 Forward area cargo booms, lockers, and winches.

TX-110-28 Bow windlass with Seatrain Ohio in background.

TX-110-29 View looking aft on port side from bridge wing.

TX-110-30 Forward deck from bridge.

TX-110-31 View of stackhouse, taken from port side bridge deck.

TX-110-32 Looking aft on after deck from the bridge deck.

TX-110-33 View aft again of port side.

TX-110-34 Aft 5" turret platform.

TX-110-35 Starboard concrete counterweight and anchors for kingpost.

TX-110-36 Side view of winch, aft deck, starboard side.

TX-110-37 Backside, showing motor and encased reduction gears.

TX-110-38 Aft boom pivot point, starboard side.

TX-110-39 Kingpost base and boom pivot point on starboard side.

TX-110-40 Aft kingpost housing with windlass at left foreground.

TX-110-41 Bridge, looking at starboard side.

TX-110-42 Portside door to bridge.

TX-110-43 Starboard side of wheelhouse with detail of corrosion.
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TX-110-44 Interior of bridge, looking to starboard.

TX-110-45 Aft steering room with hydro-electric pumps.

TX-110-46 Toilets on second deck, forward of amidship.

TX-110-47 Officer's toilet on second deck, port side.

TX-110-48 Pipe bunks on second deck, starboard side.

TX-110-49 Pipe bunks on second deck, starboard side.

TX-110-50 Interior middle cargo hold with pipe bunks.

TX-110-51 Interior middle cargo hold with pipe bunks.

TX-110-52 Interior middle cargo hold with pipe bunks on second deck,
starboard side.

TX-110-53 Portside middle cargo hold with pipe bunks.

TX-110-54 Middle cargo hold with pipe bunks.  Note stairs to move troops
into and out of bunking area.

TX-110-55 Reefer, second deck, hold no. 1 showing interior wood frame
wall with metal refrigerant coils to keep food refrigerated.

TX-110-56 Reefer, hold no. 1, first platform.

TX-110-57 Doors to reefer.

TX-110-58 Stairs and pipe bunks, second level.

TX-110-59 Mess and galley, second deck, hold no. 3.

TX-110-60 Exam room and clinic on second deck, starboard side.

TX-110-61 Utility room for medical staff with automatic bedpan flusher on
right.


